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TABLE OF REGULATIONS
The Table of Regulations shows the regulations contained
in the Revised Regulations of Ontario, 1990 and those
made after December 31, 1990 and before January 1,
1998. It also shows the amendments to those regulations.
Most of the listings are in English only. Some regulations
have an official French version. Bilingual regulations are
indicated by a bilingual title.
Occasionally numerical, typographical or other clerical
errors are made in the publication of the text of regula-
tions. Corrections are published in The Ontario Gazette.
A schedule of the dates these corrections were published
is included at the end of this Table.
The dates on which regulations were published in The
Ontario Gazette are set out in a table immediately follow-
ing this Table.
The abbreviation "Rev." means revoked.
The abbreviation "Exp." means expired.
TABLE DES REGLEMENTS
La Table des reglements enumere tous les reglements
contenus dans les Reglements refondus de I'Ontario de
1 990 et ceux pris apres le 3 1 decembre 1 990 mais avant le
1'^''
Janvier 1998. Elle indique egalement les modifications
apportees a ces reglements.
La plupart des entrees ne figurent qu'en anglais. Quelques
reglements ont une version fran9aise officielle et leur titre
est indique dans les deux langues.
A I'occasion, des erreurs d'ecritures, notamment d'ordre
numerique ou typographique, se glissent dans le texte des
reglements qui sont publics. Des corrections sont publiees
dans la Gazette de I'Ontario. Les dates auxquelles ces cor-
rections ont ete faites figurent dans I'annexe qui se trouve
a la fin de cette Table.
Les dates auxquelles les reglements ont ete publics dans la
Gazette de I'Ontario figurent dans la table qui suit celle-ci.
L'abreviation «Rev.» indique que le reglement est abroge.













d'enqui'te — Tuteiir public
KilDmetre Allowances///i(/<7?i/i/7e'.s de kiloinetrage
Ontario Court (General Division)—Fees
Ontario Court (General Division)—Family
Court
—
VttslCoiir de VOntario (Division generate) —
Coiir de lafamille — Frais
Ontario Court (General Division) and Court of Appeal
—
Fees/Cotir de ('Ontario (Division generale) et Cour
d'appel — Honoraires etfrais
Ontario Court (Provincial Division)
—
Fees/Cour de
I 'Ontario (Division provinciale) — Frais
Sheriffs—Fees
Sheriffs Fecs/Sherifs — Honoraires et frais
Small Claims CourXJCour des petites creances
—Fees and Allowances
—Fees and Allowances
—Fees and AWowances/Honoraires, frais et indemnites .
ADVOCACY ACT, 1992JLOI DE 1992 SUR
L'lNTERVENTION
General





ORGANIZATIONS ACT/LOI SUR LES
ORGANISATIONS AGRICOLES ET HORTICOLES
General/Dispositions generates
Names
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
ONTARIO ACT/LOI SUR L'INSTITUTDE
RECHERCHE AGRICOLE DE L'ONTARIO
Agricultural Lands
AGRICULTURAL TILE DRAINAGE
INSTALLATION ACT/LOI SUR LES
INSTALLATIONS DE DRAINAGE AGRICOLE
General/Dispositions generates
AMBULANCE ACT/LOI SUR LES AMBULANCES
General/Dispositions generates
General





























431/93, 137/94, 358/94. 213/97
Rev. 585/91
297/92, 367/92, Rev. 432/93
139/94,214/97




571/91, 459/95, 49/96, 506/97
596/91, 328/92, 810/93, 500/97








F.i|uali/.ation of Asscssmenls (Various Municipalities)
under Suhseetion 5,S (3) ot the Act
Hquali/ation o( Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 5S (3) of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 63 (3) of the Act
(now)
Equalization of 1989 Assessments for the 1990 Tax Year
(Various Municipalities) under Subsection 60 (4) of the
Act
Equalization of 1990 Assessments for the 1991 Tax Year















Pipe Line Rates in Muskoka and Parry Sound
Pipe Line Rates in Part of the District of Algoma and Part
of The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton
Pipe Line Rates in Parts of the Counties of Hastings and
Simcoe and Parts of the United Counties of Prescott and
Russell and Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry
Pipe Line Rates in Parts of the Counties of Peterborough,
Simcoe and Victoria and in Parts of the Districts of
Sudbury and Algoma
Pipe Line Rates in the County of Huron and Parts of the
Counties of Haliburton, Hastings, Peterborough, Simcoe
and Victoria and Part of the District of Timiskaming
. . .
Pipe Line Rates in The Regional Municipality of Sudbury
.
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (16) of the Act
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (16) of the
Act—Village of Maxville
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (17) of the Act
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (17) of the Act
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (18) of the Act
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (18) of the Act
Property Income Questionnaire
Revision and Certification of Assessment Commissioner's
List
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BAILIFFS \CTILOl SVR LES IIUISSIERS
Cicneral
BEF.F CATTLK MARKKTING ACT/LOI SUR LA




Weighing of Live Cattle
BEES XCT/LOI SUR L'APICULTURE
General
BLIND PERSONS' RIGHTS ACT/LOI SUR LES
DROITS DES AVEUGLES
Guide Dogs
BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS ACT/LOI SUR
LES CHAUDIERES ETAPPAREILS SOUS
PRESSION
General
BOUNDARIES ACT/LOI SUR LE BORNAGE
Gtx\txa.\/Dispositions generates




BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT/LOI SUR LES
SOCIETES PAR ACTIONS
Exemptions for The Algoma Steel Corporation, Limited
. .
GeneraUDispositions generates
BUSINESS NAMES ACT/LOI SUR LES NOMS
COMMERCIAUX
GtntrsA/Dispositions generates
Restrictions Respecting Names/Restrictions concernant
les noms commerciaux
BUSINESS REGULATION REFORM ACT, 1994/






















1/92, 721/92, 349/93, 444/96, 541/96
322/91,278/92,323/93
400/91, 158/93, 160/93, 383/94, 20/95,
395/96, Rev. 403/97
Rev. 86/92
578/91, 594/92, 627/93, 637/94, 293/95,
400/95, 308/96
579/91, 334/92, 595/92, 624/93, 175/94,
401/95, 441/95, 256/96, 309/96








CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLAN ACT, 1993/LOIDE
1993 SUR LE PLAN D'INVESTISSEMENT
General
Public Bodies
Toll Devices—Period of Validation
Toll Highway Designations




CEMETERIES ACT (REVISED)/LO/ SUR LES
CIMETIERES (REVISM)
Burial Sites




CENTENNIAL CENTRE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY XCT/LOI SUR LE CENTRE
CENTENNIAL DES SCIENCES ETDE LA
TECHNOLOGIE
Application of Corporations Act
Fees




CHANGE OF NAME ACT/LOI SUR LE
CHANGEMENTDE NOM
GcntvaX/Dispositions generates














CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES ACT/LOI SUR
LES SERVICES A L'ENFANCE ETA LA FAMILLE

















17/91, 189/91, 340/91, 414/91, 594/91,
651/91, 719/91, 32/92, 224/92, 425/92,
465/92, 651/92, 714/92, 45/93, 217/93,
368/93, 882/93, 236/94, 314/94, 368/94,
371/94, 535/94, 586/94, 178/95, 182/95,













CHILDREN'S LAW RKFORM ACT/LOl PORTANT
REFORME DU DROIT I)E L'ENFANCE
Forms
CHIROPODY ACT/LOI SUR LES PODOLOGUES
General
CHIROPODY ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR LES
PODOLOGUES
Committee Composition






CHIROPRACTIC ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR LES
CHIROPRATICIENS
Committee Composition






COLLECTION AGENCIES ACT/LOI SUR LES
AGENCES DE RECOUVREMENT
Genera!
COMMERCIAL CONCENTRATION TAX ACT/LOI
DE L'lMPOT SUR LES CONCENTRATIONS
COMMERCIALES
General
COMMISSIONERS FOR TAKING AFFIDAVITS
ACT/LOI SUR LES COMMISSAIRES AUX
AFFIDAVITS
Fees
COMMODITY BOARDS AND MARKETING
AGENCIES ACT/LOI SUR LES AGENCES DE













139/91. 239/92, 683/92, 161/93. 400/93,
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CONSKRVATION AUTHORlTIP:S \CT/LOI SUR


































































































—Sault Ste. Marie Region Conservation Authority .
.








—Ganaraska Region Conservation Authority
—Grand River
—Grey Sauble Conservation Authority
—Halton Region Conservation Authority
—Hamilton Region




—Long Point Region Conservation Authority
—Lower Thames Valley
—^Lower Trent Region
—Maitland Valley Conservation Authority
—Mattagami Region
—Metropolitan Toronto and Region
—Mississippi Valley (The)
—Moira River
—Napanee Region Conservation Authority
—Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority (The) . .
.
—Nickel District




—Otonabee Region Conversation Authority





—South Nation River Conservation Authority
—Upper Thames River
Municipal Levies



























































265/91, 781/91, 586/92, 549/94, 796/94







Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
Regional Municipality of Durham Act
Regional Municipality of Durham Act
Subsections 34 (3) and (4) of the Regional Municipality
of Halton Act
Waste Management Act, 1992
CONSTRUCTION LIEN \CTIL01 SUR LE
PRIVILEGE DANS L'INDUSTRIE DE LA
CONSTRUCTION
General
CONSUMER PROTECTION KCTILOI SUR LA
PROTECTION DU CONSOMMATEUR
GtntxAlDispositions generates




CO-OPERATIVE CORPORATIONS \CT/LOI SUR
LES SOCIETES COOPERATIVES
General
CO-OPERATIVE LOANS ACT/LO/ SUR LES PRETS
AUX COOPERATIVES
General
CORONERS ACT/LOI SUR LES CORONERS
GeneraUDispositions generales
CORPORATIONS ACT/LO/ SUR LES PERSONNES
MORALES
GeneraUDispositions generales
CORPORATIONS INFORMATION XCT/LOI SUR
LES RENSEIGNEMENTS EXIGES DES
PERSONNES MORALES
GeneraMDispositions generales
CORPORATIONS TAX XCT/LOI SUR
L'IMPOSITION DES CORPORATIONS
Co-operative Education Tax Credit
General
Ontario Film and Television Tax Credit


























580/91, 596/92, 625/93, 177/94, 638/94,
294/95,402/95,310/96












COSTS OF DISTRESS \CT/LOI SUR LES FRAIS DE
SAISIE-GAGERIE
Costs
COUNTY OF OXFORD ACT/LOI SUR LE COMTE
D'OXFORD
Equalization of Assessments (Oxford County) under
Section 84.13 of the Act
Protection of Employees
Rating By-laws—Extension of Time




Rates of Taxation, 1991
Rates of Taxation, 1992
Rates of Taxation, 1993
Urban Services
Ward System
COUNTY OF SIMCOE ACT, 1993/101 DE 1993 SUR
LE COMTE DE SIMCOE
Amalgamated Town
—Ward System for the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
General
Midland (Town of), Township of Tiny Boundary—Related
Matters
Protection of Benefits of Employees and Retired
Employees
Rates of Taxation for General Purposes, 1 994
Rates of Taxation for General Purposes, 1 997
COURTS OF JUSTICE ACT/LO/ SUR LES
TRIBUNAUX JUDICIAIRES
Bilingual Proceedings
Bilingual Proceedings: Additions to Schedules 1 and 2 of
Section 1 26 of the AcXJInstances bUingues : ajouts aux





District of Algoma Civil Case Management R\i\ts,IRegles
de gestion des causes civiles du district d'Algoma
Duties of Clerks and Bailiffs of the Small Claims Court .
.
Essex Civil Case Management Ru\es/Regles de gestion
des causes civiles d'Essex
Family Court Rules




































536/92, 762/93, 743/94, 5 1 9/95, 531/96,
439/97
397/91, 537/92, 211/93, 763/93, 744/94,
518/95,532/96,440/97
72/92, 468/93, 282/95, 429/97













Part-Time Provincial Judges Authorized to Practise Law .
Provincial Judges Benefits
Rules for the Toronto Region E-filing Pilot VrojtcilRegies
du projet pilote de depot electmnique de la region de
Toronto
Rules of Civil VroctdurdRegies de procedure civile ....
Rules of the Court of Appeal in Appeals under the
Provincial Offences Act
Rules of the Court of Appeal in Appeals under the
Provincial Offences AclJRegles de la Cour d'appet
relatives aux appels interjetes en vertu de la Loi sur les
infractions provinciales
Rules of the Ontario Court (General Division) and the
Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in Appeals under
Section 1 16 of the Provincial Offences Act
Rules of the Ontario Court (General Division) and the
Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in Appeals under
Section 1 16 of the Provincial Offences ActJRegles de la
Cour de I 'Ontario {Division generale) et de la Cour de
VOntario {Division provinciale) relatives aux appels
interjetes en vertu de I'article 116 de la Loi sur les
infractions provinciales
Rules of the Ontario Court (General Division) in Estate
Proceedings
Rules of the Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in
Appeals under Section 135 of the Provincial Offences
Act
Rules of the Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in
Appeals under Section 135 of the Provincial Offences
AclJRegles de la Cour de I'Ontario {Division
provinciale) relatives aux appels interjetes en vertu de
I'article 135 de la Loi sur les infractions provinciales
. .
Rules of the Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in Family
Law Proceedings
Rules of the Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in
Provincial Offences Proceedings
Rules of the Small Claims Court
Rules of the Unified Family Courl (see now Family
Court Rules)






























219/91, 396/91, 73/92, 175/92, 535/92,
770/92, 212/93, 465/93, 466/93, 766/93,
351/94, 484/94, 739/94, 740/94, 69/95,
70/95, 377/95, 533/95, 534/95, 60/96,
61/96, 175/96, 332/96, 333/96, 536/96,















Salaries and Benefits of Masters
Salaries and Benefits of Provincial Judges
Salaries and Benefits of Provincial Judges
Small Claims Court Jurisdiction
Small Claims Court Jurisdiction
Small Claims Court Jurisdiction
Territorial Divisions for the Small Claims Court
Toronto Civil Case Management Rules/Regies de gestion
des causes civiles de Toronto
Toronto Family Case Management R\i\tslRegles de
gestion des causes en droit de lafamille de Toronto . .
.
CREDIT UNIONS AND CAISSES POPULAIRES
ACT/LOI SUR LES CAISSES POPULAIRES ET
LES CREDIT UNIONS
Annual Premium
Credit Union Leagues/Federations de caisses
Designations under Section 85 of the Act
General/Dispositions generates
Matching Assets/Elements d'actif correspondants
Membership in Credit Union Leagues/Adhesion aux
federations de caisses
Membership in Credit UnionsM^/icj/o/j aux caisses . . .
.
Stabilization Funds
CREDIT UNIONS AND CAISSES POPULAIRES
ACT, 1994/LOI DE 1994 SUR LES CAISSES
POPULAIRES ETLES CREDIT UNIONS
Credit IJmons/Caisses populaires
Deposit Insurance Corporation of OxAanolSociete
ontarienne d'assurance-depots
Leagues/Federations
Stabilization Funds Established under a Predecessor
Act/Fonds de stabilisation crees en vertu d'une loi
anterieure
CROP INSURANCE ACT (ONTARIO)/LO/ SUR
L'ASSURANCE-RECOLTE (ONTARIO){See now
Crop Insurance Act (Ontario), \996/Loi de 1996 sur
I'assurance-recolte (Ontario))
Arbitration Y'voceedmgs/Arbitrage




—Black Tobacco/5Mr Ze tabac noir






























210/93, 765/93, 482/94, 741/94, 516/95,
533/96, Rev. 556/96









70/93, 171/93, Rev. 79/95
414/97
262/92, Rev. 140/96
418/92, 177/93, 84/94, 6/95, Rev. 358/96
17/97, Rev. 383/97
488/91, 436/92, 95/93, 85/94, 3/95,
443/95, 478/96, Rev. 383/97
551/91, 431/92, 245/93, 562/93, 430/94,
469/94, 226/95, 246/96, Rev. 382/97
246/93, Rev. 382/97





— Butternut Squash/.vur /c.v courjics inusquces
—Carrots (see now Fresh Market Carrots)
—Carrots (Processing)
—Coloured Beans/,?;//- Ics haricots colon's
—Corn
—Cucumbers/.vHr les concombres
—Flue-Cured Tobacco/j-w/- le tabac jaune
—Forage Seeding Estabiishment/,j(/r l'implantation du
fourrage
—Fresh Market CaxroisIsur les carottes fraiches
—Grapes
—Green and Wax Beans
—Greenhouse Vegetables
—Hay and Pasture/jur lefoin et le pdturage
—Honey/iur le miel









—Popping Comlsur le mats a eclater
—PotatoesAur les pommes de terre

























490/91. 615/92, 262/93, 563/93, 433/94,
474/94, 259/95, 363/96, Rev. 382/97
576/93, 438/94, 166/95, 283/96, Rev.
383/97
570/91, 462/92, 248/93, 564/93, 86/94,
135/95, 237/96, Rev. 382/97
1 17/93, 565/93, 87/94, 134/95, 242/96,
Rev. 383/97
489/91, 640/92, 249/93, 566/93, 471/94,
648/94, 251/95, 318/96, Rev. 382/97
674/92, 250/93, 567/93, 649/94, 252/95,
364/96, Rev. 382/97
307/91, 433/92, 251/93, 641/93, 650/94,
133/95, Rev. 382/97
552/91, 677/92, 247/93, 539/93, 436/94,
470/94, 250/95, 181/96, Rev. 382/97
331/91, 607/92, 301/93, 88/94, 208/95,
281/96, 518/96, Rev. 383/97
550/91, 606/92, 65/93, 568/93, 651/94,
165/95, 249/96, Rev. 383/97
Rev. 424/92
79/91, 432/92, 252/93, 729/93, 652/94,
243/96, Rev. 382/97
492/91, 608/92, 253/93, 540/93, 431/94,
227/95, Rev. 382/97
485/91, 254/93, 569/93, 441/94, 253/95,
286/96, Rev. 382/97
553/91, 118/93, 570/93, 89/94, 132/95,
238/96, Rev. 383/97
491/91, 616/92, 255/93, 571/93, 426/94,
472/94, 254/95, 245/96, Rev. 382/97
419/92, 256/93, 90/94, 7/95, 519/96, Rev.
382/97
618/92, 257/93, 572/93, 434/94, 255/95,
247/96, Rev. 382/97
420/92, 178/93, 91/94, 8/95, 444/95,
517/96, Rev. 383/97
675/92, 258/93, 439/94, 256/95, 317/96,
Rev. 382/97
612/92, 259/93, 573/93, 432/94, 257/95,
Rev. 382/97
184/91, 421/92, 302/93, 92/94, 9/95,
445/95, 539/96, Rev. 383/97
712/91. 605/92, 260/93, 574/93, 427/94,
473/94, 183/96, Rev. 382/97
613/92, 261/93, 575/93, 428/94, 258/95,
369/96, Rev. 382/97






—Red BeetsAttr les betteraves rouges
—Red Spring Wheat/iwr le ble mux du printemps
—Rutabagas/iwr les rutabagas
—Seed CoTX\lsur le mdis de sentence
—Sour Cherries
—Specialty Crops/sur les cultures speciales




—Sweet Comlsur le mats sucre
—
^Tomatoes/^ttr les tomates





d'assurance-recolte — Dispositions generales
Designation of Insurable Crops/Designation des recoltes
assurables
CROP INSURANCE ACT (ONTARIO), 1996/LOl DE




BARGAINING kCllLOI SUR LA NEGOCIATION




CROWN FOREST SUSTAINABILITY ACT, 1994/


























617/92, 263/93, 541/93, 435/94, 619/94,
268/95, 315/96, Rev. 382/97
493/91, 438/92, 264/93, 577/93, 93/94,
475/94, 131/95, 239/96, Rev. 382/97
494/91, 614/92, 265/93, 578/93, 429/94,
476/94, 291/95, 180/96, Rev. 382/97
21/93, 266/93, 579/93, 731/94, 260/95,
319/96, Rev. 382/97
422/92, 303/93, 94/94, 10/95, 330/96,
16/97, Rev. 383/97
78/91, 487/91, 676/92, 267/93, 542/93,
437/94, 261/95, 320/96, Rev. 382/97
569/91, 434/92, 268/93, 580/93, 95/94,
477/94, 130/95, 240/96, Rev. 382/97
619/92, 581/93, 654/94, 244/96, Rev.
383/97
306/91, 437/92, 269/93, 582/93, 96/94,
129/95, 182/96, Rev. 382/97
423/92, 179/93, 97/94, 11/95, 538/95,
516/96, Rev. 383/97
567/91, 637/92, 270/93, 728/93, 618/94,
653/94, 262/95, 316/96, Rev. 382/97
486/91, 638/92, 271/93, 543/93, 440/94,
292/95, 314/96, Rev. 382/97
568/91, 463/92, 272/93, 583/93, 98/94,
478/94, 128/95, 241/96, Rev. 382/97
629/91, 435/92, 304/93, 99/94, 684/94,
488/95, 282/96, 497/96, Rev. 383/97
620/92, 273/93, 310/95, Rev. 381/97
263/92, Rev. 382/97
201/91,708/91,705/92
238/95, 397/96, 452/96, 448/97
Rev. 167/95










DANGEROUS GOODS TRANSPORTATION ACT/
LOI SUR LE TRANSPORTDE MATIERES
DANGEREUSES
General
DAY NURSERIES ACT/LOI SUR LES GARDERIES
Genera]/Dis/wsilions generates
DEAD ANIMAL DISPOSAL ACT/LOI SUR LES
CADAVRES D'ANIMAUX
Genera]/Dispositions generales
DENTAL HYGIENE ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR
LES HYGIENISTES DENTAIRES
Composition of Statutory Committees






DENTAL TECHNICIANS XCT/LOl SUR LES
TECHNICIENS DENTAIRES
General
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY ACT, 1991/LOl DE 1991
SUR LES TECHNOLOGUES DENTAIRES
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BOARDS WJILOI SllR LHS CONSEILS
D'ADMINISTRATION DE DISTRICTDE L'AIDE
SOCIALE
ApplicatiDH for Cirant iindcr Section 10 of the Act
DRAINAGE ACT/LO/ SUR LE DRAINAGE
Vorms/FomuiU's
Rules of Practice and Procedure to be Followed in All
Proceedings Before the Referee
DRUG AND PHARMACIES REGULATION ACT/Z.O/










Pharmacy (see now General)
DRUG INTERCHANGEABILITY AND
DISPENSING FEE ACT/LOI SUR
L'INTERCHANGEABILITE DES MEDICAMENTS
ET LES HONORAIRES DE PREPARATION
General
Notice to PatientsMv/.v aux maiade.s
DRUGLESS PRACTITIONERS XCT/LOI SUR LES






























660/91, 641/92, 642/92, 548/93
747/91, 743/92, 290/93, 704/93, 784/94,
298/96. 120/97,275/97
119/97,444/97
212/92, 380/92, 153/93, 308/93, 366/93,
705/93











































667/92, 650/93, Rev. 892/93









EDIBLE OIL PRODUCTS ACT/LOI SUR LES
PRODUITS OLEAGINEUX COMESTIBLES
General
EDUCATION ACT/LOI SUR L'EDUCATION
Allocations to Reserve Fund for Permanent









Assessment and Tax Adjustments—1991
Assessment and Tax Adjustments—1992
Assessment and Tax Adjustments—1993
Assessment and Tax Adjustments—1994
Assessment and Tax Adjustments—1995
Assessment and Tax Adjustments— 1996
Assessment and Tax Adjustments— 1997
Borrowing for Permanent Improvements: Issuance of
T)thtniuvt^Emprunts auxfins d'ameliorations
permanentes : emission de debentures
Calculation of Amount of Reserve or Reduction in
Requirement Resulting from Strike or Lock-out
Calculation of Average Daily Enrolment
Calculation of Average Daily Enrolment
Calculation of Average Daily Enrolment
Calculation of Average Daily Enrolment, 1996
Calculation of Enrolment in Part XIII of the Act/Calcul de
I'ejfectifdans la partie XIII de la Loi
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1991
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1992
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1 993
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1994
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1995
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1996
Calculation of Fees for Pupils, 1997
Conditions for Extended Funding
Continuing 'EAucaiionIEducation permanente
County Combined Separate School Zones/Zones
fusionnees d'ecoles separees de comte
Current Borrowing lAvrnXs/Plafonds des emprunts a court
terme





















































Debt and Financial Obligation Limites/Wa/wi^.v dex dettes
et des obligations financieres
Deemed District Municipalities (District School Board
Jurisdiction)—Tax Rates
Deemed District Municipalities (School Authority
Jurisdiction)—Tax Rates
Designation of School Divisions
Designation of Support Staff
Designation of Teachers
Disposition of School Sites




Establishment and Areas of Jurisdiction of District School
Boards
Fees for Ministry Courses
Fees for Transcripts and Statements of Standing and for
Duplicates of Diplomas, Certificates and Letters of
Standing
Financial Statements and Auditor's Reports for Old
hoixd'^Etats financiers et rapports du verificateur des
anciens conseils
General Legislative Grants, 1989
General Legislative Grants, 1990
General Legislative Grants, 1991
General Legislative Grants, 1992
General Legislative Grants, 1993
General Legislative Grants, 1994
General Legislative Grants, 1995
General Legislative Grants, 1996
General Legislative Grants, 1997
James Bay Lowlands Secondary School Board
Junior Kindergarten Exemptions
Letters of Permission
Levying and Collecting by Alternative Boards
Native Representation on Boarda/Representation des
eleves indiens au sein des conseils
Northern District School Area Board





ecoles — Dispositions generates
Ottawa-Carieton French-Language School Boards/Con-
seils scolaires de langue franfaise d'Ottawa-Carleton . .
Payment of Legislative Grants




















































14/96, 186/97, 395/97, 473/97












Payment Transfer Between Coterminous Boards—1992 .
.
Powers and Duties of Education Improvement
Commission
Practice and Procedure—Boards of Reference
Prescott and Russell County Roman Catholic French-
Language and English-Language Separate School
BoiLTds/Conseils des ecoles separees catholiques de
languefrangaise et de langue anglaise de Prescott-
Russell
Principals and Vice-Principals of School
Authonties/Directeurs d'ecole et directeurs adjoints des
administrations scolaires
Pupil Records
Pupil Representation on Boards/Representation des eleves
au sein des conseils
Purchase of Milk
Regional Tribunah/Tribunaux regionaux
Regulation under Section 46.1 of the Act (Prescribed
Municipalities, Defence Property)
Representation on District School Boards— 1997 Regular
Election/Representation au sein des conseils scolaires
de district— election ordinaire de 1997
Reserve for Working Funds UimWPlafond de la reserve
pourfonds de roulement
School Year and School HolidaysMn/i^e scolaire et
conges scolaires
Special Education Advisory Committees/Comire5
consultatifs pour I'enfance en difficulty
Special Education Identification Placement and Review
Committees and Appeals/Co/n/7e5 d'identification, de
placement et de revision en education de I'enfance en
difficulte. Appels
Special Education Programs and Services
Special Grant
Supervised Alternative Learning for Excused Pupils/




Territory Without Municipal Organization Attached to a
District Municipality
Training Assistance
Transition from Old Boards to District School
Boards/Tra/wi/io/i des anciens conseils aux conseils
scolaires de district
Transitional Provisions Relating to the Kirkland
Lake-Timiskaming Separate School Zone Boundary
Changes Made By Ontario Regulation 730/92/Disposi-
tions transitoires relatives aux modifications apportees
aux limites de la zone d'ecoles separees de Kirkland
Lake-Timiskaming par le Reglement de I'Ontario 730/92





































47/91, 378/92, 143/94, 71/97






ELDKRI.Y PERSONS CENTRES \CJILOI SUR LES




ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION ACT (MINISTRY
OF CONSUMER AND COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS STATUTES), \99\ILOI DE 1991 SUR
L'ENREGISTREMENT ELECTRONIQUE DANS LE
CADRE DE LOIS RELEVANTDU MINISTERE DE
LA CONSOMMATION ETDU COMMERCE
Designation of Acts
Designation of Acts/Designation de lois
ELEVATING DEVICES ACT/LO/ SUR LES
ASCENSEURS ETAPPAREILS DE LEVAGE
Certification and Training of Elevating Device Mechanics
General
EMPLOYEE SHARE OWNERSHIP PLAN \CT/LOI




EMPLOYER HEALTH TAX ACT/LOl SUR L'lMPOT
PRELEVE SUR LES EMPLOYEURS RELATIF AUX
SERVICES DE SANTE
General
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES ACT/LO/ SUR LES
AGENCES DE PLACEMENT
General/Dispositions generates
EMPLOYMENT EQUITY ACT, 1993/LOI DE 1993
SUR L'EQUITE EN MATIERE D 'EMPLOI
Aboriginal Workplaces/L/ewx J<? travail autochtones
Agricultural \ndu^lry/lndustrie agricole
Construction Industry/Industrie de la construction
Derimtions/Definitions
Genera]/Dispositions generates
Public Sector (The Crown and its Employees)/5ecreMr
public (la Coiironne et ses employes)
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT/LOI SUR LES
NORMES D'EMPLOI
Agricultural Industry Advisory Committee
Benefit Plans
Consolidated Hearings























2/92, 549/92, 350/93, 439/96, 542/96
643/91












Domestics, Nannies and Sitters
Employee Wage Protection Program
Forms
Fruit, Vegetable and Tobacco Harvesters
Genenl/Dispositions generates





ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT/LOI SUR LES
ESPECES EN VOIE DE DISPARITION
Endangered Species
ENERGY XCT/LOI SUR LES HYDROCARBURES
Certificates






Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems
Oil Pipeline Systems
Propane Storage, Handling and Utilization Code
Propane Storage, Handling and Utilization
Propane Storage, Handling and Utilization




ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ACT/LOI SUR
LES EVALUATIONS ENVIRONNEMENTALES
Designation and Exemption—Private Sector Developers
Designation(s)
—Browning-Ferris Industries Limited
—Fibre Environmental and Ecology Limited
—Lafleche Environment Inc. (1222024 Ontario Limited)
—Laidlaw Environmental Services Ltd
—Laidlaw Environmental Services Ltd.—Rotary Kiln
































509/91, 506/92, 663/93, 675/94
508/91, 505/92, 662/93, 173/94, 423/94,
674/94, 770/94, 384/96
200/91, 691/92, 169/95, 382/95
316/92,670/92,325/94
158/97
679/91, 217/92, 538/92, 542/92, 447/93,
349/96, 442/96, 543/96
680/91, 540/92, 544/92, 73/93, 448/93,
443/96, Rev. 157/97
399/91, 681/91, 219/92, 541/92, 546/92,
449/93, 350/96, 544/96, Rev. 546/96
682/91, 545/92, 450/93, 545/96, Rev.
157/97
683/91, 707/91, 218/92, 539/92, 543/92,
451/93, Rev. 250/94
351/96, 441/96, Rev. 514/96
289/92, 528/92, 469/93, Rev. 82/95
448/96





—Laidlaw Waste System Inc
—Lake Ontario Steel Company—A Division of Co-Steel
Inc
—Notre Development Corporation
— St. Thomas Sanitary Collection Service Limited and
Advance Container of Canada Limited, a Division of




Exemption for Emergency Activities on Three Abandoned
Mine Sites in the Townships of Tisdale and Deloro, City
of Timmins—MNDM-2
Exemption(s)
—Alice and Eraser, The Corporation of the Township of.
The Corporation of the City of Pembroke,
The Corporation of the Township of Petawawa,
The Corporation of the Township of Pembroke,
The Corporation of the Township of Stafford,
The Corporation of the Township of Wilberforce
The Corporation of the Village of Petawawa,
The Corporation of the CFB Petawawa—ALIC-TP- 1 ..
—Asphodel, Township of—ASPH-T-I
—Asphodel, Township of—ASPH-T-1/1
—Brantford, The Corporation of the Township of
—BRAN-C-2
—Brantford, The Corporation of the Township of
—BRAN-TP-1
—Brockville, The Corporation of the City of
—BROC-C-3
—Chapleau. The Corporation of the Township of
—CHAP-TP-I
—Charlottenburgh, The Corporation of the Township of
—CHAR-TP-1
—La Cite Collegiale—MCU-4
—Clarence, The Township of—CLAR-TP- 1
—College Boreal—MCU-06
—Conservation Authorities of Ontario, The Association
of—ACAO-2
—Disposition of Land for the Taunton Road/Steeles
Avenue Bridge Crossing at West Duffin Creek
—MGS-104
—Edwardsburgh, The Corporation of the Township of . . .
—Fanshawe College—MCU-07
—Fort Erie, The Corporation of the Town of
—FORT-E-T- 1
—FORT-E-T-2
—Goderich, The Corporation of the Township of. The
Corporation of the Town of Goderich, The Corporation
of the Town of Clinton and The Corporation of the





































—Guelph, The Corporation of the City of
—GUEL-C-1
—Hamilton, City of—HAM-C-1
—Kapuskasing, The Corporation of the Town of
—KAP-T-2
—Keewatin, The Corporation of the Town of
—KEEW-T-1
—Kincardine, The Town of—KINC-T- 1
—Lambton, The Corporation of the County of
—LAMB-CT-1
—Lindsay, The Town of—LIND-T-1
—Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority, The—MTRCA-1
—Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority, The—MTRC-A-2
—Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority, The—MTRCA-4
—Metropolitan Toronto, The Municipality of, and
Toronto Transit Commission—TTC-04







—Ministry of Government Services
—MGS-102
—MGS-102/2













—Ministry of Natural Resources, Ministry of Health and






























































—Peterborough, The Corporation of the City of
—PETE-C- 1
—PETE-C-1/1
—Port Colbome, The Corporation of the City of—PC-M-1
—Port Colbome, City of, and Town of Fort Erie—PC-M-2
—Regional Planning Commissioners of Ontario—RPC-OI
—Rolph, Buchanan, Wylie, McKay and the Village of
Chalk River, The Corporation of the townships of
—BUCH-TP-I
—Roxborough, Township of—ROXB-TP- 1
—Seneca at York—MCU-08
—South Gower, The Corporation of the Township of
—GOW-TP-I
—Stephen, The Corporation of the Township of
—STEP-TP-1
—Sudbury, The Regional Municipality of
—SUDB-RG-I
—SUDB-RG-2
—Toronto, The Corporation of the City of—TORO-C-5 .
.





—Windsor, District Heating and Cooling—OH-35
General
Rules of Practice—Environmental Assessment Board ....
ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OF RIGHTS, 1993/
CHARTE DBS DROITS ENVIRONNEMENTAUX
DE 1993
Classification of Proposals for Instruments
General
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT/LOI SUR
LA PROTECTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT
Air Contaminants From Ferrous Foundries
Ambient Air Quality Criteria
Boilers






Discharge of Sewage From Pleasure Boats
Disposable Containers for Milk






































344/93, 456/93, 458/93, 807/93
680/94, 719/94, 108/95, 482/95, 93/96
794/94











—Iron and Steel Manufacturing Sector
—Metal Casting Sector
—Ontario Mineral Industry Sector: Group A
—Organic Chemical Manufacturing Sector
—Petroleum Refining Sector
—Pulp and Paper Sector
Effluent Monitoring and Effluent Limits
—Electric Power Generation Sector
—Industrial Minerals Sector
—Inorganic Chemical Sector
—Iron and Steel Manufacturing Sector
—Metal Casting Sector
—Metal Mining Sector
—Organic Chemical Manufacturing Sector
—Petroleum Sector
—Pulp and Paper Sector









Halon Fire Extinguishing Equipment
Hauled Liquid Industrial Waste Disposal Sites
Hot Mix Asphalt Facilities
Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Source Separation
Programs
Lambton Industry Meteorological Alert
Marinas
Mobile PCB Destruction Facilities
Motor Vehicles




Packaging Audits and Packaging Reduction Work Plans .
.
Recovery of Gasoline Vapour in Bulk Transfers













































649/89, 269/90, 418/90, Rev. 64/95
602/89, 139/90, Rev. 214/95
232/90, 419/90, Rev. 562/94
44/90, Rev. 560/94















183/92, 240/92, 501/92, 555/92, 457/93,
507/93, 105/94, 190/94, 298/94, 299/94,
512/95
476/91,498/92,851/93















Sulphur Content of Fuels
Waste Audits and Waste Reduction Work Plans
Waste Disposal Sites and Waste Management Systems
Subject to Approval under the Environmental
Assessment Act
Waste Management—PCB's
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ACT/LO/ SVR LE CONSEIL
EXECUTIF
Transfer of Administration of AcVTransfert de la
responsabilite de I'application d'une loi
—Ontario Municipal Board Act Transferred to Minister of
Municipal Affairs/Z^i sur la Commission des affaires





Rules to be Applied for the Purposes of Subsection 32(1)
of the Acl/Regles a appliquer auxfins du paragraphe
32 (DdelaLoi
EXTRA-PROVINCIAL CORPORATIONS XCT/LOI






















581/91, 598/92, 626/93, 312/96








FAIRNESS FOR PARENTS AND EMPLOYEES ACT
(TEACHERS' WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES),
1997/LOIDE 1997 SUR LE TRAITEMENT
EQUITABLE DES PARENTS ETDES EMPLOYES
(RETRAITDE SERVICES PAR LES
ENSEIGNANTS)
Application Deadline/Dore limite de presentation des
demandes
FAMILY BENEFITS \C1ILOI SUR LES
PRESTATIONS FAMILIALES
General
FAMILY LAW ACT/LOI SUR LE DROITDE LA
FAMILLE
Child Support Gmdeline&/Lignes directrices sur les
aliments pour les enfants
Designation of Matrimonial Home—Forms
Election of Surviving Spouse/C/io« du conjoint survivant
.
FAMILY RESPONSIBILITY AND SUPPORT
ARREARS ENFORCEMENT ACT, 1996/LOIDE
1996 SUR LES OBLIGATIONS FAMILIALES ET
L'EXECUTION DES ARRIERES D'ALIMENTS
GentvaXIDispositions generales
FAMILY SUPPORT PLAN ACT/LOI SUR LE
REGIME DES OBLIGATIONS ALIMENTAIRES
ENVERS LA FAMILLE
Practices and Procedures//?eg/ei de pratique et de
procedure
FARM IMPLEMENTS \CT/LOI SUR LES
APPAREILS AGRICOLES
Genera]/Dispositions generales
FARM INCOME STABILIZATION ACT/LOI SUR LA
STABILISATION DES REVENUS AGRICOLES
Fresh Market Potato Stabilization, 1989-1992—Plan
Grain Stabilization, 1988-1990—Plan
FARM PRODUCTS CONTAINERS ACT/LOI SUR













16/91, 190/91, 407/91, 631/91, 652/91,
766/91, 33/92, 151/92, 225/92, 326/92,
372/92, 426/92, 652/92, 774/92, 44/93,
97/93, 208/93, 218/93, 320/93, 369/93,
436/93, 686/93, 788/93, 16/94, 196/94,
318/94, 419/94, 603/94, 1/95, 211/95,
















FARM PRODUCTS GRADES AND SALES ACT/LOI








































—Dissolution of Local Board
—Marketing
—Plan
By-Laws for Local Boards














































589/91, 161/92, 440/92, 546/93, 902/93,






















—Ontario Canola Growers' Association
—Ontario Coloured Bean Growers' Association
Eggs "
—Extension of Powers of the Canadian Egg Marketing
Agency




































































245/91, 194/92, 560/92, 404/95, 528/96,
443/97


















































FARM PRODUCTS PAYMENTS ACT/LOI SUR LE
RECOUVREMENTDU PRIX DES PRODUITS
AGRICOLES
Disposition of Fund for Producers of Potatoes for
Processing
Disposition of Fund for Producers of Vegetables for
Processing
Fund for Egg Producers
Fund for Livestock Producers
Fund for Livestock Producers
Fund for Milk and Cream Producers
Fund for Producers of Canola
Fund for Producers of Grain Com
Fund for Producers of Potatoes for Processing
Fund for Producers of Soybeans
Fund for Producers of Vegetables for Processing
FARM REGISTRATION AND FARM
ORGANIZATIONS FUNDING ACT, 1993/LOI DE
1993 SUR L'INSCRIPTION DES ENTREPRISES
AGRICOLES ET LE FINANCEMENT DES
ORGANISMES AGRICOLES
Filing Dates/Dates de depot
GcncTaUDispositions generates
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION ACT/LOI SUR
L'ADMINISTRATION FINANCIERE
Destruction of Securities
Fee for Dishonoured Cheques

































561/92, 720/92, 52/94, 82/96
53/94
541/91, 90/92, 166/92, 556/93, 155/94,
658/94,811/94

























Payments to the Ontario Transportation Capital
Corporation
Prescribed Currency
FIRE DEPARTMENTS ACT/LOI SUR LES
SERVICES DES POMPIERS
Filing in Ontario Court (General Division) of Decision of
Arbitrator or Arbitration Board
Standards for Pumpers




FIRE PROTECTION AND PREVENTION ACT,
1997/LOI DE 1997 SUR LA PREVENTIONDE LA
PROTECTION CONTRE L'INCENDIE
Appointment of Arbitrators and Conciliation Officers . .
.
Fire Code
FISH INSPECTION ACT/LOI SUR L'INSPECTION
DUPOISSON
Quality Control
FOREST FIRES PREVENTION ACT/LOI SUR LA
PREVENTION DES INCENDIES DE FORET




































627/92, 385/94, Rev. 389/97
Rev. 389/97
304/94, 159/95, Rev. 207/96
207/96




































FORESTRY \CJILOI SUE LES FORETS
Nurseries
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY XCT/LOI SUR
L'ACCES A L'INFORMATION ET LA
PROTECTION DE LA VIE PRIVEE
Disposal of Personal Information
GtntvixMDispositions generates
FRENCH LANGUAGE SERVICES ACT/LOI SUR
LES SERVICES EN FRAN^AIS
Designation of Additional ArtdiS,!Designation de regions
additionnelles
Designation of Public Service Agencies/Designation







































































371/91, 135/92, 497/92, 532/93, 305/94,
88/95, 21/96, 331/96, 26/97, 478/97
406/94, 62/96, 486/96
Rev. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 461, s. 3
411/97










C.AMK AND FISH \CJILOl SUR IA CHASSE ET LA
PECHE
Aboriginal Community Fishing Licences
Amphibians
Animals Declared to be Fur-Bearing AnimalsM/H/MUf/.v
declares des animaux afoitrnire
Ayimer Hunting Area
Aylmer Lagoon Hunting Area
Bag Limit for Black Bcar/Limite de prise d'oiirs noir . . .
Beaver Meadow Hunting Area
Black Bear Management Areas
Bows and ArrowsM«\s et fleches
Bullfrogs/0(/flo/«iro/M-
Calton Swamp Hunting Area




Copeland Forest Hunting Area
Crown Game Preserves
Discharge of Firearms From or Across Highways and
Roads
Discharge of Firearms on Sunday/Dec/iarge d'armes a feu
le dimanche
Fingal Hunting Area
Firearms—Aulneau ¥tn\ns\i\!JArmes a feu — Peninsule
Aulneau
Fishing Huts
Fishing L'lcences/Permis de peche
Fishing L\ctnctslPermis de peche
Fur Harvest, Fur Management and Conservation
Course/CoM« sur la capture, la gestion et la protection
des animaux afourrure
FuTsJFourrures
Game Bird Hunting Presenes/Reserves de chasse au
gibier a plume
Game Birds—Captivity, Propagation or SaXdCaptivite,




Hunter Safety Training Course/Cown deformation des
chasseurs
Hunting in Lake Superior Provincial Park















































103/91, 319/92, 567/92, Rev. 740/92
777/92, 462/93, 670/93, 897/93, 9/94,
297/94,415/94,47/95
365/91
84/91, 520/91, 638/91, 221/92, 280/93,

















Hunting on Crown Lands in the Geographic Townships of
Bruton and C\yddChasse sur les terres de la Couronne
dans les cantons geographiques de Bruton et de Clyde . .
Hunting on Designated Crown Land and in Provincial
Parks
Lake St. Lawrence Hunting Area
Licence to Chase Raccoon at Night and Fox, Coyote or
Wolf During the Day
Licence to Possess Nets/Perm/.? de possession defdets . .
.
Licences with Respect to Fish
Luther Marsh Hunting Area
Moose Hunting in Larose Forest
Moose Hunting in Larose Forest
Nashville Tract Hunting Area
Navy Island Hunting Area
Open Stasons/Saisons de chasse
—Black Bear
—Fur-Bearing Animals
—Game B'nds/Gibier a plume
—Moose and Deer
—Rabbits and Squirrels/La;7/>: et ecureuil
—Snapping Turtles
Orangeville Reservoir Hunting Area
Permit—Re Subsection 83 (3) of the Act
Permit to Export Game
Petroglyphs Provincial Park Hunting Area
Polar Bears/Ouri polaires
Prohibition of Hunting and Possession of Firearms
Prohibition of Hunting and Possession of Firearms
Reporting and Registering Possession of Certain Game/
Rapport sur la possession de certains animauxfaisant
partie du gibier et enregistrement de celle-ci
Ke,^i\\e.slReptiles
Sale of Bass and Trout and Fishing Preserves/Ve«fe
d'achigan et de truite et reserves de peche
Snares
Stag Island Hunting Area
Tiny Marsh Hunting Area



































24/91, 83/91, 102/91, 147/92, 257/92,
317/92, 529/92, 739/92, Rev. 300/93
463/93, 466/95, 50/97, 302/97, 367/97,
386/97
511/91
202/92, 203/92, 283/93, 387/93, 841/93,



















228/91, 615/91, 146/92, 530/92,
183/94, 117/95,63/96, 161/96,
335/91, 521/91, 523/91, 267/92,

























Traps—Order under Subsection 30 (4) of the Act/Piegea




Wolves and Black Bears in Captivity/Lf)«/:'.v ci ours noirs
gardes en captivite
GAMING CONTROL ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992 SUR
LA REGLEMENTATION DES JEVX
General (see now General—Games of Chance Held in
Casinos)
General—Games of Chance Held in Casinos
General—Games of Chance Not Held in Casinos
Registration of Suppliers and Gaming Assistants—Games
of Chance Held in Caainos/lnscription des fournisseurs
et des preposes aujeu — jeux de hasard se deroidant
dans des casinos
Registration of Suppliers and Gaming Assistants—Games
of Chance Not Held in Casinof,/lnscription des fournis-
seurs et des preposes au jeu — jeux de hasard ne se
deroulant pas dans des casinos
GAMING SERVICES ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992 SUR
LES SERVICES RELATIFS AU JEU
Registration of Suppliers and Gaming Assistants/
Inscription desfournisseurs et des preposes aujeu ....
GASOLINE HANDLING kCT/LOI SUR LA
MANUTENTION DE L'ESSENCE
Certification and Training of Mechanics
Gasoline Handling Code
General
GASOLINE TAX ACT/LO/ DE LA TAKE SUR
L'ESSENCE
General
International Fuel Tax Agreement
Miscellaneous
Returns and Refunds (see now Miscellaneous)


























334/91, 522/91, 639/91, 143/92, 450/92,
532/92, 609/92, 737/92, 68/93, 41 1/93,





132/93, 893/93, Rev. 68/94
678/91,547/92, Rev. 521/93
531/93,447/96
302/91, 123/93, 600/94, 320/97
645/91, 244/92, 735/94, 31/97
Rev. 486/97










GRAIN CORN MARKETING XCIILOI SUE LA
COMMERCIALISATIONDU MAIS-GRAIN
Licence Fees
GRAIN ELEVATOR STORAGE ACT/LOI SUR
L'ENTREPOSAGE DU GRAIN(See now Grains
Act/Loi sur le grain)
GRAINS ACT/LOI SUR LE GRAIN
General
General
GUARANTEE COMPANIES SECURITIES ACT/LOI







15/91, 191/91, 248/91, 341/91, 408/91,
409/91, 546/91, 630/91, 653/91, 767/91,
34/92, 152/92, 226/92, 327/92, 373/92,
427/92, 653/92, 775/92, 43/93, 98/93,
219/93, 321/93, 370/93, 437/93, 789/93,
929/93, 197/94, 319/94, 421/94, 602/94,
640/94, 2/95, 126/95, 212/95, 385/95,
410/95, 420/95, 501/95, 84/96, 353/96,
383/96, 487/97
76/91, 420/94, 28/96, 340/97
416/95
94/93, 79/94, Rev. 261/97
Rev. 313/94









HEALING ARTS RADIATION PROTECTION
XCJILOl SUR lA PROTECTION CONTRE LES
RAYONS X
Hospitals and Health Facilities Prescribed for the Installa-
tion and Operation of Computerized Axial Tomography
Scanners
X-Ray Safety Code
HEALTH CARDS AND NUMBERS CONTROL ACT,
199VLOI DE 1991 SUR LE CONTROLE DES
CARTES SANTE ETDES NUMEROS DE CARTES
SANTE
GenemUDisposition generale
HEALTH CARE ACCESSIBILITY XCT/LOI SUR
L'ACCESSIBILITE AUX SERVICES DE SANTE
Administrative Charge/Frais d'administration
General
HEALTH CARE CONSENT ACT, 1996/LOI DE 1996
SUR LE CONSENTEMENTAUX SOINS DE SANTE
Evaluators
HEALTH DISCIPLINES ACT/LOI SUR LES
SCIENCES DE LA SANTE (see now Drug and
Pharmacies Regulation AcULoi sur I'interchangeabilite
des medicaments et les honoraires de preparation)
















107/91, 666/93, 198/94, 355/94, 484/95





146/91, 161/91, 209/91, 291/91, 312/91,
435/91, 616/91, 617/91, 656/91, 754/91,
31/92, 36/92, 91/92, 125/92, 126/92,
215/92, 329/92, 343/92, 344/92, 408/92,
524/92, 655/92, 668/92, 785/92, 33/93,
86/93, 203/93, 214/93, 322/93, 375/93,
430/93, 596/93, 667/93, 736/93, 737/93,
794/93, 825/93, 888/93, 19/94, 199/94,
221/94, 255/94, 302/94, 356/94, 357/94,
486/94, 487/94, 488/94, 489/94, 490/94,
491/94, 492/94, 502/94, 589/94, 752/94,
787/94, 788/94, 789/94, 790/94, 13/95,
85/95, 86/95, 87/95, 121/95, 173/95,
175/95. 176/95, 177/95, 218/95, 219/95,
381/95, 392/95, 543/95, 1 11/96, 1 12/96,
114/96, 172/96, 173/96, 339/96, 409/96,
410/96,496/96, 14/97, 15/97, 59/97,
142/97, 197/97, 502/97
58/97








Number of Members on Committees
Special Payments For Physiotherapy Services
Special Payments to Physicians
HEALTH PROTECTION AND PROMOTION ACT/
LOI SUR LA PROTECTION ET LA PROMOTION
DE LA SANTE
Allocation of Board of Health Expenses
Areas Comprising Health Vmts/Territoires constituant des
circonscriptions sanitaires
Camps in Unorganized Territory/Cam;>i dans des
territoires non eriges en municipalites
Capital Assistance Grants for Boards of Health/
Subventions d'immobilisation aux conseils de sante . . . .
Clinics for Sexually Transmitted Diseascs/Cliniques pour




transmissibles — Dispositions generates
Designation of Communicable Diseases
Designation of Municipal Members of Boards of Health .
.
Designation of Reportable Diseases
Exemption—Subsection 38 (2) of the Act
Exemption—Subsection 39 (1) of the Act
Food Premises
Grant to the Northern Diabetes Health Network
Grants for Health Promotion Projects and Initiatives
Grants to Boards of Health
Interest on Debts under Section 86.4 of the Act
Public Pools
Qualifications of Boards of Health Staff/Qualifications du
personnel des conseils de sante
Rabies ImmunizationZ/mmMnwaf/oM contre la rage
Recreational Camps/Ca/n/75 de loisirs
Reports/Rapports
School Health Services and Programs/Services et
programmes de sante scolaire
Slaughterhouses and Meat Processing P\ants/Abattoirs et
etablissements de traitement des viandes
Specification of Communicable Diseases
Specification of Reportable Diseases
^dsvantlMandat
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT/CODE DE LA ROUTE
Administrative Driver's Licence Suspension
Allowable Gross Weight for Designated Class of
Vehicle
Appeals









































547/91, 587/93, 401/94, 439/95, 491/97
Rev. 559/91
748/91, 666/92, 824/93, 23/95
518/93
750/91, 417/92, 399/94, 569/94
394/94, 58/96
600/91
109/91, 346/91, 310/92, 174/94, 320/94,
392/94, 393/94, 584/94, 18/95, 502/96
603/91















Commercial Vehicle Operator's Registration Certificates





Designation of Paved Shoulders on King's Highway . . .











Exempting New Residents From Vehicle Registration .
.
Exemption from Section 7 of the Act—American States
Exemption from Sections 7 and 1 1 of the Act
—States of the United States of America
—State of Illinois
—State of Michigan
—State of South Dakota
Exemption from Subsection 85 (1) of the Act
—Province of Alberta
—State of New York
Extending Term of Validity of Disabled Person Parking
Permits
Extending Term of Validity of Driving Instructor's
Licences
Extending Term of Validity of Safety Inspection Stickers
Extending Term of Validity of Safety Standards
Certificates
Extending Term of Validity of Temporary Permits
Extending Term of Validity of Vehicle Permits






















































317/91, 706/92, 402/93, 819/93, 193/94,
194/94, Rev. 340/94

















768/92, 207/93, 353/93, 401/93, 600/93,
209/95, 336/95, 503/95, 75/96, 366/96
643/92
Rev. 4/93








Motor Vehicle Inspection Stations
Notice to Have Motor Vehicle(s) Examined and Tested
Operation of Off-Road Vehicle on Highway
Over-Dimensional Farm Vehicles
Parking
Parking of Vehicles in Territory Without Municipal
Organization
Photo-Radar System—Part XIV. 1 of the Highway Traffic
Act
Portable Lane Control Signal Systems
Provincially Approved Screening Devices
Reciprocal Suspension of Driver's Licence
Reciprocal Suspension of Licences
Restricted Use of Left Lanes by Commercial Motor
Vehicles








Slow Moving Vehicle Sign
Special Permits
Specifications and Standards for Trailer Couplings
Speed Limits























































699/92, 444/93, 519/93, 909/93, 148/97
423/96
2/91, 4/91, 41/91, 75/91, 170/91, 221/91,
233/91, 419/91, 428/91, 483/91, 502/91,
563/91, 637/91, 642/91, 27/92, 138/92,
308/92, 339/92, 445/92, 470/92, 481/92,
626/92, 633/92, 767/92, 20/93, 63/93,
136/93, 206/93, 277/93, 306/93, 474/93,
488/93, 520/93, 661/93, 725/93, 895/93,
932/93, 25/94, 75/94, 293/94, 449/94,
564/94, 61 1/94, 661/94, 695/94, 4/95,
65/95, 123/95, 189/95, 269/95, 376/95,
495/95, 29/96, 30/96, 148/96, 325/96,
328/96, 396/96, 424/96, 466/96, 477/96,
44/97, 115/97, 140/97, 141/97, 194/97,











Speed Limits in Territory Without Municipal
Organization
Standards to Determine Allowable Gross Vehicle Weight
for Bridges
Stopping of Vehicles on Parts of the King's Highway . . .
Stop Signs at Intersections
Stop Signs in Territory Without Municipal
Organization
Suspension and Impoundment of Commercial Motor
Vehicles for Critical Defects under Section 82.1 of the
Act
Tire Standards and Specifications
Toll Devices
Traffic Control Signal Systems
Use of Controlled-Access Highways by Pedestrians
Used Vehicle Information Package
Vehicle Configurations
Vehicle Permits
Vehicles for the Transportation of Physically Disabled
Passengers
Vehicles on Controlled-Access Highways
Yield Right-of-Way Signs in Territory Without Municipal
Organization






HOMEMAKERS AND NURSES SERVICES ACT/
LOI SUR LES SERVICES D 'AIDES FAMILIALES
ETD'INFIRMIERES VISITEUSES
General
HOMES FOR RETARDED PERSONS ACT/LOI SUR
























40/91, 429/91, 140/92, 337/92, 447/92,
621/92, 26/93, 107/93, 278/93, 426/93,
510/93,634/93, 147/96
234/91, 529/91, 9/92, 62/92, 472/92,




635/93, 27/94, 294/94, 565/94, 124/95,
149/96, 152/96, 371/96, 375/97
495/93
213/92,88/93,65/96
171/91, 139/92, 25/93, 467/96, 230/97
246/95, 497/95
153/94
198/91, 309/92, 590/92, 404/93, 820/93,
576/94, 245/95, 332/95, 337/97, 343/97,
508/97
533/94, 302/95, 184/96, 326/97
446/92, 24/93, 805/93, 468/96, 102/97,
433/97
432/91, 279/93, 28/94, 228/94, 295/94,
566/94, 125/95, 307/95, 387/95, 494/95,
150/96, 151/96, 368/96, 412/96, 210/97,
363/97, 376/97













HOMES FOR SPECIAL CARE ACJ/LOI SUR LES
FOYERS DE SOINS SPECIAUX
General
HOMES FOR THE AGED AND REST HOMES
ACT/LOI SUR LES FOYERS POUR PERSONNES
AGEES ETLES MAISONS DE REPOS
General
636
HOSPITAL LABOUR DISPUTES ARBITRATION
ACT/LOI SUR L'ARBITRAGE DES CONFLITS DE
TRAVAIL DANS LES HOPITAUX
Remuneration of Chairs and Members of Arbitration
Boards
Rules of Procedure
HOTEL FIRE SAFETY ACT/LOI SUR LA
PREVENTION DES INCENDIES DANS LES
HOTELS
General
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ACT/LOI SUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENTDU LOGEMENT
General
HUMAN RIGHTS CODE/COD£ DES DROITS DE LA
PERSONNE
Search and Entry Warrants/A/anc/af de perquisition et
d'entree
HUNTER DAMAGE COMPENSATION ACT/LOI
SUR LES DOM/fdAGES CAUSES PAR LES
CHASSEURS
General
HYPNOSIS ACT/LOI SUR L'HYPNOSE









314/91, 92/92, 409/92, 39/93, 376/93.
442/94
14/91, 192/91, 342/91, 413/91, 654/91,
720/91, 35/92, 227/92, 428/92, 466/92,
654/92, 684/92, 715/92, 41/93, 220/93,
371/93, 880/93, 237/94, 315/94, 369/94,
372/94, 536/94, 587/94, 180/95, 183/95,














IMMUNIZATION OF SCHOOL PUPILS ACT/LOI
SUR ^IMMUNISATION DES ELEVES
General
INCOME TAX XCT/LOI DE L'lMPOT SUR LE
REVENU
Amounts Deducted or Withheld By Employers
Co-operative Education Tax Credit
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Reduction
Tax Table for Individuals
INDEPENDENT HEALTH FACILITIES ACT/LOI




General (now) Facility Fees
General
Maximum Allowable Consideration
INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS ACT/LOI SUR LES
NORMES INDUSTRIELLES
Designation of Industries and Zones
Duties of Employers and Advisory Committees/
Obligations des employeurs et des comites
considtatifs
Interprovincially Competitive InAusinesIIndustries
concurrentielles a I 'echelle interprovinciale
Publication Costs/Frais de publication
Schedule
—Bricklaying and Stonemasonry Industry—Ottawa . .
.
—Bricklaying and Stonemasonry Industry—Toronto . . .
—Electrical Repair and Construction Industry—Toronto
—Fur Industry—Ontario
—Ladies' Cloak and Suit Industry—Ontario
^Ladies' Dress and Sportswear Industry
—Men's and Boys' Clothing Industry—Ontario
—Plastering Industry—Ottawa
INSURANCE ACT/LOI SUR LES ASSURANCES
Agents
Agents' Licences (see now Agents)
Assessment of Commission Expenses and Expenditures




















































Calculations under Clause 60 ( 1 ) (b) of the Act
Classes of Insurance
Compensation Corporations
Court Proceedings for Automobile Accidents that Occur





Investments under Subsection 433 (9) of the Act
Life Companies Special Shares—Investment
No-Fault Benefits Schedule
(see now Statutory Accident Benefits
Schedule—Accidents Before January 1, 1994)
Order under Paragraph 1 of Subsection 108 (2) of the
Act—Rates of Interest
Replacement of Life Insurance Contracts
Schedule of Fees
Statutory Accident Benefits ScheduleM/inexe sur les
indemnites d'accident legates
—Accidents after December 31,1 993 and before
November I, \996/Accidents survenus apres le
31 decembre 1993 mais avant le l'"^novembre 1996 . .
.
—Accidents before January 1 , 1 994
—Accidents on or after January I, \994/Accidents
survenus depuis le 1"''Janvier 1994 (see now Accidents
after December 31, 1993 and before November 1,
\996/Accidents survenus apres le 31 decembre 1993
mais avant le 1'^'' novembre 1996)
—Accidents on or after November 1 , 1 996/Accidents
survenus le 1
'''' novembre 1996 ou apres ce jour
—Accidents on or after the day Section 29 of the
Automobile Insurance Rate Stability Act, 1996 comes







Variable Insurance Contracts, Issued Before July 1, 1997,
with Insurers No Longer Issuing Them
Variable Insurance Contracts of Life Insurers (see now
Variable Insurance Contracts, Issued Before July 1,

























120/91, 201/92, 764/92, 782/92, 385/93,
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LABORATORY AND SPECIMEN COLLECTION
CENTRE LICENSING \CT/LOI AUTORISANT
DES LABORATOIRES MEDICAUX ETDES
CENTRES DE PRELEVEMENT
Laboraloncs/Laboratoires
Specimen Collection Centres/Centres de prelevement . .
.








LABOUR SPONSORED VENTURE CAPITAL
CORPORATIONS ACT, 199VLOI DE 1992 SUR
LES CORPORATIONS A CAPITAL DE RISQUE DE
TRAVAILLEURS
Specified Employee Ownership Corporations
LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT ACT/LO/
SUR UAMENAGEMENTDES LACS ET DES
RIVIERES
Construction
LAND REGISTRATION REFORM ACT/LO/
PORTANTREFORME DE L'ENREGISTREMENT
IMMOBILIER






Automated Recording and Property Mapping
Automated Recording and Property Mapping
Automated Recording and Property Mapping
Documents/D<7c«/Me/j/5
LAND TITLES ACT/LOI SUR L'ENREGISTRE-
MENTDES DROITS IMMOBILIERS
Fees















404/91, 607/91, 525/92, 399/93, 417/93,
795/93, 206/96
403/91, 472/91, 608/91, 361/92, 418/93,
796/93




5/91, 54/91, 55/91, 56/91, 57/91, 58/91,
59/91, 60/91, 125/91, 195/91, 239/91,
240/91, 241/91, 277/91, 329/91, 418/91,
634/91, 635/91, 686/91, 699/91, 778/91,
223/92, 300/92, 301/92, 302/92, 557/92,
573/92, 574/92, 647/92, 648/92, 761/92,
790/92, 791/92, 29/93, 30/93, 31/93,




324/91, 279/92, 368/92, 325/93, 517/93
515/93
237/91, 531/91, 632/91, 113/92, 160/92,
182/93, 480/95, 390/96, 267/97, 351/97,
372/97, 378/97






Surveys and Descriptions of Land
Transfer of Functions
LAND TRANSFKR TAX KCJILOI SUR LES DROITS
DE CESSION IMMOBIUERE




—Disposition of Land By Employee to Employer
—For Certain Acquisitions under the Toronto Islands
Residential Community Stewardship Act, 1993
—For Certain Easements Granted to Oil or Gas Pipe Lines
—For Certain Inter-Spousal Transfers
—For Conveyance to Family Farm Corporation or Family
Business Corporation
—For Conveyance to Non-Resident Persons and Persons
Who Are Not Non-Resident Persons
—From Tax under Section 3 of the Act
Forms
Interest on Tax Refunds
Leases




Taxation of Mineral Lands
Transfers Between Related Corporations
LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT/LOI SUR LA
LOCATION IMMOBILIERE
Classes of Accommodation Deemed not to be Residential
Premises/Ca/e'goriej de logements reputes ne pas etre
des locaux d'habitation
Forma/Formules
Summary of Part IV of the Act/Resume de la panic IV de
la L()i
LAW SOCIETY KCIILOI SUR LE BARREAU
Class Proceedings
GentraMDispositions generales
Law Foundation/Fo/ic/«/(V>/; du droit







































575/92, 576/92, 577/92, 578/92, 579/92,
580/92, 288/93, 923/93, 35/94, 480/94,
513/95, 514/95, 515/95, 83/96, 47/97,
503/97
289/93
657/92, 729/92, 421/93, 273/94, 68/95,
536/95, 130/96, 131/96









ALLOWANCES ACT/LOI SUR LES
ALLOCATIONS DE RETRAITE DES DEPUTES A
L'ASSEMBLEE LEGISLATIVE
General
LIGHTNING RODS ACT/LOI SUR LES
PARATONNERRES
General
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS ACT/LOI SUR LES
SOCIETES EN COMMANDITE
General/Dispositions generates




Land in Territory Without Municipal Organization/B/'en-
fonds dans un territoire non erige en municipalite . . .
LIQUOR CONTROL ACT/LOI SUR LES ALCOOLS
General
LIQUOR LICENCE ACT/LOI SUR LES PERMIS
D'ALCOOL
General
Licences to Sell Liquor
Manufacturers' Licences
Possession of Liquor in Conservation Areas Operated by
the Halton Region Conservation Authority
Possession of Liquor in Parks Managed or Controlled by
the Niagara Parks Commission and the St. Clair Park-
way Commission
Possession of Liquor in Parks Managed or Controlled by
the St. Clair Parkway Commission and the St. Lawrence
Parks Commission
Possession of Liquor in Parks Managed or Controlled by
the St. Clair Parkway Commission and the St. Lawrence
Parks Commission
Possession of Liquor in Provincial Parks
Prescribed Regulations under Subsections 19 (14) and


































































134/93, 146/94, 241/95, 154/96, 136/97
332/91, Rev. 389/91





Special Occasion Permits 389/9!
LIVESTOCK AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS ACT/











LIVESTOCK COMMUNITY SALES \CT/LOI SUR
LA VENTEA L'ENCAN DU BETAIL
General
LIVESTOCK MEDICINES ACT/LO/ SUR LES
MEDICAMENTS POUR LE BETAIL
General
LIVESTOCK, POULTRY AND HONEY BEE
PROTECTION XCT/LOI SUR LA PROTECTION
DU BETAIL, DE LA VOLAILLE ET DES ABEILLES
Application for Payment of a Grant
Dogs at Large in Unorganized Areas
(now undtr Municipal Act - See 1989, c. 84, ss. 7
and 22)
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS KCIILOI
SUR LES SOCIETES DE PRET ETDE FIDUCIE
General
LOCAL GOVERNMENT DISCLOSURE OF
INTEREST ACT, 1994/LOI DE 1994 SUR LA




LOCAL ROADS BOARDS XCT/LOI SUR LES
REGIES DES ROUTES LOCALES
Establishment of Local Roads Areas

























97/91,244/91, 112/92, 142/92, 190/92,
340/92, 473/93. 544/93, 631/93, 29/94,
609/94, 207/95, 270/95, 388/95, 472/95,
493/95, 145/96, 367/96, 540/97








LOCAL SERVICES BOARDS ACT/LO/ SUR LES
REGIES LOCALES DES SERVICES PUBLICS
Local Services Boards
Order for Dissolution
—Local Services Board of Heron Bay
—Local Services Board of Oba
LONDON-MIDDLESEX ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992
SUR LONDONET MIDDLESEX
Alteration of School Boundaries
Application of Section 35 (Building Permit Restrictions)
Compensation under Section 47 of the Act









Property Tax Phase-in Changes under Section 43 of the
Act
Protection of Employees and Retired Employees
Urban Services
Wards
LONG-TERM CARE ACT, 1994/LOIDE 1994 SUR






















175/91, 505/91, 710/91, 191/92, 444/92,
313/93, 490/93, 632/93, 76/94, 156/94,
448/94, 660/94, 210/95, 357/95, 473/95,
1/96, 5/96, 146/96, 451/96, 8/97, 187/97,
192/97,362/97,539/97
18/91
268/91, 105/92, 106/92, 107/92, 286/92,
287/92, 324/92, 325/92, 610/92, 147/93,
148/93, 189/93, 291/93, 481/93, 849/93,
927/93, 34/94, 262/94, 216/95, 433/95,















MARRIAGK \CT/LOI SUR LE MARIAGE
General
MASSAGE THERAPY ACT, 199 l/LOI DE 1991 SUR
LES MASSOTHERAPEUTES








MEAT INSPECTION ACT (ONTARIO)/LO/ SUR
L'INSPECTION DES VIANDES (ONTARIO)
General
General
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY ACT,
1991/LOl DE 1991 SUR LES TECHNOLOGISTES
DE LABORATOIRE MEDICAL
Composition of Statutory Committees






MEDICAL RADIATION TECHNOLOGY ACT,








MEDICINE ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR LES
MEDECINS

























327/91, 726/91, 352/95, 418/96, 170/97
618/93
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(see now Milk and 1-arm-Separated Cream—Plan)
Milk and Farm-Separated Cream—Marketing
Milk and Farm-Separated Cream—Plan
Milk and Milk Products
Milk Producers. Licences, Quotas, Pools and
Transportation
Milk Products—Extension of Powers
Reconstituted Milk—General
MINING XCT/LOI SUR LES MINES
Assessment ^oxklTravaux d'evcduation
Assessment Work/7rara(/.v d'evcduation
Claims S\.akm%IJalonnement des claims
Claim SVdking/Jalonncment des claims
Exploration Licences and Production Leases for Oil and
Gas in Ontario
Exploratory Licences and Leases for Oil and Natural Gas
North of the Fifty-first Parallel of Latitude
Exploratory Licences and Production Leases for Natural







Leases for the Production of Petroleum and Natural Gas
from Crown Lands under Water
Mine Development and Closure under Part VII of the
\c\JMise en valeur etfermeture de mines aux termes de
la partie VII de la Loi
Mining Divisions
Refinery Licences/Perm/.? de raffinerie
Refmery Licences/Permis de raffinerie
Surveys of Mining Claims
MINING TAX XCT/LOI DE L'lMPOT SUR
SEXPLOITATION MINIERE
General
MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
XCT/LOI SUR LE MINISTERE DES COLLEGES
ET UNIVERSITES
Colleges of Applied Arts and Techno\ogy/ColIeges d'arts
appliques et de technologic
—Boards of Governors and Council of Regents/Conseils

































305/9 1,41 0/9 1 , 45/95, 345/95, 1 38/97
1 96/9 1 , 64 1 /9 1 , 788/9 1 , 7/92, 534/92,
771/94, l(K)/95, 101/95, 102/95,348/95,
24/96, 406/96, 108/97, 201/97
29/91, Rev. 57/93
Rev. 100/97
251/91, 263/91, Rev. 6/96
252/91, 262/91, Rev. 7/96
Rev. 116/97
259/9 1 , 745/92, Rev. 382/93
601/94
254/91,258/91,503/96






207/91, 684/93, 468/94, 655/94, 390/95









Ontario Special Bursary Program
Ontario Student Loans
Ontario Study Grant Plan
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL
SERVICES ACT/LO/ SUR LE MINISTERE DES
SERVICES SOCIA UX ET COMMUNAUTAIRES
Control of Organization by Minister
Grants for Persons with Disabilities
Social Assistance Review BoaxAICommission de revision
de I 'aide sociale
MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AND COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS XCT/LOI SUR LE MINISTERE DE
LA CONSOMMATION ETDU COMMERCE
Fees
MINISTRY OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES




MINISTRY OF HEALTH ACT/LOI SUR LE
MINISTERE DE LA SANTE
Bursaries and Fellowships for Health Study/Bourses
d'etudes et bourses de recherche dans le domaine de la
sante
Chest Diseases Control C\\n\cs,ICliniques de depistage des
maladies respiratoires
Chiropody Bursaries
Dental Bursaries/Bourses d'etudes — etudiants en
dentisterie





Grants for the Transportation of Patients in Northern
Ontario
Grants—Health Kts,o\irctslSubventions — Ressources
sanitaires
Grants Relating to Pre-Intemship Programs
Grants to Accredited Nursing Homes
Grants to University Faculties of MtdicmdSubventions
auxfacultes de medecine
Grants to the University Faculties of Medicine and
General Hospitals—Internships
Grants to the University Faculties of Medicine and
General Hospitals—Internships























































Grants to University Faculties of Medicine and General
Hospitals—Pre-lnternship Programs
Health Services Restructuring Commission
Medical Yiwwint^lBourses d'etudes — etudiants en
medecine
Northern Health Travel Grant
Nursing Bursaries
Nursing Innovation Fund





Speech Pathology and Audiology Bursaries/BoMrje.v
d'etudes — etudiants en phoniatrie et en audiologie . . .
Standard Ward Accommodation/5a//ei communes
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES ACT/LO/
SUR LE MINISTERE DES RICHESSES
NATURELLES
Assignment of Powers and Duties of Minister—Mining
and Lands Commissioner to Hear and Determine
Appeals under Subsection 28 (5) of the Conservation
Authorities Act
MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND RECREATION
ACT/LOI SUR LE MINISTERE DU TOURISME ET
DES LOISIRS
Grants for Non-Profit Camps
Recreation Programs
MORTGAGE BROKERS ACT/LOI SUR LES
COURTIERS EN HYPOTHEQUES
General
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT CLAIMS ACT/LOI
SUR L'INDEMNISATION DES VICTIMES
D'ACCIDENTS DE VEHICULES AUTOMOBILES
Designated Insurers
General




MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR ACT/LOI SUR LES




































20/91, 693/91, 283/92, 201/94, 223/94












Motorized Snow Vehicle Operators' Licences
MUNICIPAL ACT/LOI SUR LES MUNICIPAUTES
Assumption of Powers/Prise en charge de pouvoirs
Cessation of the Application of Part III of the Municipal
Affairs Act to the Townships of Gauthier and
Matachewan
Changes to the Hydro-Electric Commissions of the Towns
of Bracebridge, Gravenhurst and Huntsville
Council Composition, Regional Municipality of Sudbury .
Debt and Financial Obligation Limits




—Facilities under Developmental Services Act
—Municipalities
—Provincial Education Institutions
—Provincial Mental Health Facilities and Public Hospitals
—Universities
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1992
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1993
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1994
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1995
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1996
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1997
Disposal of PropertyM//ertario« de biens
Dissolution of and Changes to Local Boards/Dissolution et
modification des conseils locaux
Dissolution of Local Boards/Dissolution de conseils
locaux
Dogs at Large in Unorganized Areas





—(Brant County) under Section 37 1 of the Act
—(Brant County) under Section 371 of the Act
—(Bruce County) under Subsection 371 (2) of the Act . . .
—(Dufferin County) under Section 37 1 of the Act
—(Elgin County) under Subsection 371 (2) of the Act
—(Kent County) under Subsection 368b (2) of the Act . .
.
—(Kent County and United Counties of Leeds and Gren-




















60/92, 64/93, 77/94, 567/94, 459/96, 96/97




441/93, 170/94, Rev. 799/94
75/97
430/92













—(Renfrew County) under Section 37 1 of the Act
—(Various Counties) under Section 371 of the Act
Fees and Charges ByAdws/Reglements municipaux relatifs
aux droits etfrais
Foreign Currency Borrowing
Joint Investments—Designation of Additional Persons
under Subsection 167.4 (2) of the Act
Licensing Powers/Pouvoirs en matiere de delivrance de
permis
Municipal and School Capital Facilities—Agreements and
Tax Exemptions
Pension Plan for Municipal Employees//fe'g/me de retraite
des employes municipaux
Powers of the Minister or a Commission for the
Implementation of a Restructuring Proposal/PoMvo//-.? du
ministre ou d'une commission visant la mise en ceuvre
d'une proposition de restructuration
Rating By-laws—Extension of Time
Restructuring Commission for the Sioux Lookout Planning
Area
Restructuring Commission for the Town of Amherstburg,
the Township of Anderdon and the Township of Maiden
Restructuring Commission for the Towns of Cache Bay
and Sturgeon Falls, the Townships of Caldwell, Field,
Springer and Temagami and Unorganized Areas
Restructuring Commission for the Towns of Geraldton and
Longlac, the Townships of Beardmore and Nakina and
Unorganized Areas
Restructuring Commission under Section 25.3 of the Act
for the County of Kent and City of Chatham
Restructuring ProposahlPropositions de restructuration
. .
Small Business ?mgrAmslProgrammes pour petites
entreprises
Tax Related Matters/Questions ayant trait aux impots ....
Waste Management
MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS \CT/LOI SUR LES
AFFAIRES MUNICIPALES
Tax Arrears and Tax Sale Procedures
MUNICIPAL AND SCHOOL BOARD PAYMENTS
ADJUSTMENT XCT/LOI SUR LE REDRESSE-

































381/96, 379/97, 405/97, 409/97
537/96
352/92













MUNICIPAL BOUNDARY NEGOTIATIONS ACT/
LOI SUR LES NEGOCIATIONS DE UMITES
MVNICIPALES
Aldborough (Township oO, Village of Rodney Boundary .
Artemesia (Township oO, Village of Flesherton Boundary .
Aylmer (Town oO, Township of Malahide Boundary
Blenheim (Town oO. Township of Harwich Boundary . . . .
Blenheim (Town oO, Township of Harwich Boundary ....
Brantford (City oO. Township of Brantford Boundary ....
Casimir, Jennings and Appleby (Township oO. Township
of Ratter and Dunnet Boundary
Chatham (City of). Township of Chatham Boundary
Chatham (City oO. Township of Chatham Boundary
Chatham (City oO, Township of Dover Boundary
Clinton (Town of). Township of Goderich Boundary
Clinton (Town oO. Township of Tuckersmith Boundary . .
Cobden (Village oO. Township of Ross Boundary
Drayton (Village oO, Township of Maryborough Boundary
Drayton (Village oO, Township of Peel Boundary
Dutton (Village of), Township of Dunwich Boundary ....
Elora (Village of). Township of Nichol Boundary
Emily (Township of). Village of Omemee Boundary
Enniskillen (Township oO, Town of Petrolia Boundary . . .
Galway and Cavendish (United Townships of), Townships
of Burleigh and Anstruther Boundary
Gananoque (Town of), Township of Front of Leeds and
Landsdowne Boundary
Gosfield South (Township oO, Township of Gosfield North
Boundary
Grand Valley (Village of) and the Township of East Luther,
Amalgamation
Guelph (City of). Township of Guelph Boundary
Guelph (City of). Townships of Guelph and Puslinch
Boundary
Hawkesbury (Town of). Township of West Hawkesbury .
.
Iroquois (Village of). Township of Matilda Boundary ....
Kanata (City oO, City of Nepean Boundary
Kincardine (Town of), Township of Kincardine Boundary .
Kingsville (Town of) and Township of Gosfield South ....
Maxville (Village of). Township of Kenyon Boundary ....
Meaford (Township of). Township of St. Vincent
Boundary
Midland (Town of). Town of Penetanguishene, Township
of Tay Boundary
Minto (Township oO, Village of Clifford Boundary
North Algona (Township oO, Township of Alice and
Eraser Boundary



















































Palmerston (Town of). Township of Wallace Boundary . . .
Papineau (Township of). Improvement District of Cameron
Amalgamation
Perth (Town oO. Township of Bathurst Boundary
Peterborough (City of), Township of North Monaghan
Boundary
Port Burwell (Village of). Township of Bayham Boundary
Ripley (Village of). Township of Huron Boundary
Shelbume (Town of). Township of Melancthon Boundary .
Smith Falls (Town of). Township of Montague Boundary
.
St. Thomas (City of), Townships of Yarmouth and
Southwold Boundary
Sturgeon Point (Village of). Township of Fenelon
Boundary
Wheatley (Village of). Township of Mersea Boundary .
. . .
Wiarton (Town oO. Township of Amabel Boundary
Wiarton (Town of). Township of Amabel Boundary
Woodstock (City of), Township of Blandford-Blenheim
Boundary
Woodstock (City of ), Township of Norwich Boundary
.
. .




Use of Central Vote Tabulators
Use of Central Vote Tabulators
Use of Vote Tabulators
Use of Vote Tabulators
Use of Voting Recorders
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS ACT, 1996/LOI DE 1996
SUR LES ELECTIONS MUNICIPALES
City of Toronto— 1997 Recounts
Genera]/Dispositions generates
Transition Ballot Questions
Transitional Matters Affecting the 1997 Regular Election
and Arising out of ReslTuctunng/Questions transitoires
qui ont une incidence sur I 'election ordinaire de 1997 et
qui decoulent d'une restructuration
Transitional Matters— 1997 Regular Election for the City
of Toronto
MUNICIPAL EXTRA-TERRITORIAL TAX
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NIAGARA ESCARPMENT PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT ACT//.0/ SUR lA
PIANIFICATION ET LAMENAGEMENTDE
L'ESCARPEMENTDU NIAGARA
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—Geographic Township of Spohn
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POLICE SERVICES kCTILOI SUR LES SERVICES
POLICIERS
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Costs of Ontario Provincial Police Services to
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Equipment and Use of Force
General—Discipline
Members' Duty to Prepare Informations
Members of Police Services Boards—Code of Conduct . .
.
Municipal Police Forces
Oaths and Affirmations/Sermen/5 et affirmations
solennelles
Political Activities of Municipal Police Officers
Responsibility of Policing
Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System
Reports/Formulaires du systeme d'analyse des liens
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PREPAID SERVICES ACT/LOI SUR LES SERVICES
PREPAYES
General
PRESCRIPTION DRUG COST REGULATION
ACT/LOI SUR LA REGLEMENTATION DES PRIX
DES MEDICAMENTS DELIVRES SUR
ORDONNANCE (see now Drug Interchangeability and
Dispensing Fee Act/Loi sur iinterchangeabilite des
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PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS AND SECURITY
GUARDS XCT/LOI SUR LES ENQVETEURS
PRIVf:S ET LES GARDIENS
General
PRIVATE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS \CT/LOI SUR
LES ECOLES PRIVEES DE FORMATION
PROFESSIONNELLE
General
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CROWN ACT/LOI
SUR LES INSTANCES INTRODUITES CONTRE LA
COURONNE
Garnishment
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS ACT/LOI SUR LES
INGENIEURS
General
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO SAVINGS OFFICE
ACT/LOI SUR LA CAISSE D'EPARGNE DE
L'ONTARIO
Interest Rate








Extensions of Prescribed Times
Fee for Late Payment of Fine
Fee for Late Payment of Fines
Fine Option Program
Parking Infractions
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—Acquisition of Hospital Facilities
—Correction of Hazardous Conditions
—Management of Biomedical Waste
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS INSPECTION \CllLOI
SUR L'INSPECTION DES ETABLISSEMENTS
PUBLICS
Fees and Allowances to Panel Members
PUBLIC LANDS ACT/LOI SUR LES TERRES
PUBLIQUES
Conservation Reserve
Crown Land Camping Permit
Crown Land Camping Permit
Fees for Certificates and Orders
Hydro-Electricity Charges
Land Use Permits/Permis d'utilisation des terres
Restricted Area—District of Kenora, Patricia Portion .
Restricted Area—District of Nipissing/5ec/ett/- a utilisa-
tion restreinte — district de Nipissing
Restricted Area—District of Rainy River
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Work Permits/fermi5 de travail
PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT/LOI SUR LES
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PUBLIC SECTOR LABOUR RELATIONS
TRANSITION ACT, 1997/LOI DE 1997 SUR LES
RELATIONS DE TRAVAIL LIEES A LA
TRANSITION DANS LE SECTEUR PUBLIC
Application of the Act
Construction Work
PUBLIC SECTOR SALARY DISCLOSURE ACT,
1996/LOI DE 1996 SUR LA DIVULGATION DES
TRAITEMENTS DANS LE SECTEUR PUBLIC
General
Law Enforcement Exemption
PUBLIC SERVICE ACJ/LOI SUR LA FONCTION
PUBLIQUE
Designated Agencies (Definition of "Crown Employee")
General
Rules of Conduct for Public Servants
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT ACT/LOI SUR L'AMENAGE-
MENTDES VOIES PUBLIQUES ETDES
TRANSPORTS EN COMMUN
Intersections in Unorganized Territory
Permits
Standards for Bridges
Use of Rest, Service or Other Areas
PUBLIC TRUSTEE ACT/LO/ SUR LE CURATEUR
PUBLIC
GtntTdMDispositions generates
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Surveys, Plans and Descriptions of Land
Surveys, Plans and Descriptions of Land
Transfer of Functions
REGULATED HEALTH PROFESSIONS ACT,





Funding for Therapy or Counselling for Patients Sexually
Abused by Members
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RENTAL HOUSING PROTECTION \CT/LOI SVR
LA PROTECTION DES LOGEMENTS LOCATIFS
General
General
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RESIDENTIAL RENT REGULATION XCT/LOI SUR





Rent Determination under Part VI of the Act
Rent Registry
Rental Housing Maintenance Standards
Rules under Sections 60, 61 and 62 of the Act for Applica-
tions and Justifications
Suite Hotel
RESPIRATORY THERAPY ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991
SUR LES INHALOTHERAPEUTES
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SAFETY AND CONSUMER STATUTES
ADMINISTRATION ACT, 1996/LOI DE 1996 SUR
L'APPLICATION DE CERTAINES LOIS TRAITANT
DE SECURITE ETDE SERVICES AUX
CONSOMMATEURS
Administration of Motor Vehicle Dealers Act
Administration of Various Acts
SARNIA-LAMBTON ACT, 1989
Bosanquet (Township oO, Village of Grand Bend
Boundary
Forest (Town of), Townships of Bosanquet, Plympton and
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Mill Rate Adjustments under Subsection 75 (4) of the Act
.
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SECURITIES ACT/LO/ SVR LES VALEURS
MOBILIERES
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Limited
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General
SEED POTATOES ACJ/LOI SUR LES POMMES DE
TERRE DE SEMENCE
General
SHORELINE PROPERTY ASSISTANCE ACT/LOI
SUR L'AIDEAUX PROPRIETAIRES RIVERAINS
GcvKXzMDispositions generates
SHORTLINE RAILWAYS ACT, 1995/LOI DE 1995
SUR LES CHEMINS DE PER D'INTERET LOCAL
Designation
Insurance
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CORPO-
RATIONS ACT/LO/ SUR LES SOCIETES POUR
L'EXPANSION DES PETITES ENTREPRISES




























249/92, 455/92, 457/92, 496/92, 592/92,











Terms and Conditions Relating to Beneficial Ownership of
Equity Shares




Definitions of Words and Expressions Used in the






Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Reduction of Dispensing Fees
Reduction of Dispensing Fees
SOCIAL HOUSING FUNDING ACT, 1991/LOI DE
1997 SUR LE FINANCEMENTDU LOGEMENT
SOCIAL
General
STATUTORY POWERS PROCEDURE ACJ/LOI
SUR L'EXERCICE DES COMPETENCES
LEGALES
Forms/Formules
ST. CLAIR PARKWAY COMMISSION ACT/LOI
SUR LA COMMISSION DE LA PROMENADE
SAINTE-CLAIRE
General
ST. LAWRENCE PARKS COMMISSION ACT/LOI
SUR LA COMMISSION DES PARCS DU SAINT-
LAURENT
Parks
















SUBSTITUTE DECISIONS ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992
SUR LA PRISEDE DECISIONS AUNOM
D'AUTRUI
Accounts and Records of Attorneys and
Guardians/Comptes et dossiers des procureurs et des
tuteurs
Capacity Assessment/£va/tta/(on de la capacite
Capacity Assessment/£va/Ma?/o/i de la capacite
Gtn^vdiMDispositions generates
Register/Registre
SUCCESSION DUTY ACT (THE)
General
SUCCESSION LAW REFORM ACT/LO/ PORTANT
REFORME DU DROITDES SUCCESSIONS
Preferential Share




Performance Standards for the Practice of Cadastral
Surveying
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T
TECHNOLOGY CENTRES ACT/LO/ SUR LES
CENTRES DE TECHNOLOGIE
Ontario Centre for Resource Machinery Technology
THEATRES XCJ/LOI SUR LES CINEMAS
Adult Video Stickers
GeneraVDispositions generates
Tn.E DRAINAGE ACT/LOI SUR LE DRAINAGE AU
MOYENDETUYAUX
Borrowing By-Laws, Debentures and Loans
TOBACCO CONTROL ACT, 1994/LOI DE 1994 SUR
LA REGLEMENTATION DE L'USAGE DU TABAC
General





Sales of Unmarked Cigarettes on Indian Reserves
TORONTO AREA TRANSIT OPERATING
AUTHORITY ACT/LO/ SUR LA REGIE DES




Recovery of Costs of the Toronto Area Transit Operating
Authority
TORONTO ISLANDS RESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITY STEWARDSHIP ACT, 1993/LOI DE
1993 SUR L'ADMINISTRATIONDE LA ZONE
RESIDENTIELLE DES ILES DE TORONTO
General
TOURISM ACT/LOI SUR LE TOURISME
General
TRADES QUALIFICATION AND
APPRENTICESHIP ACT/LOI SUR LA
QUALIFICATION PROFESSIONNELLE ET
L'APPRENTISSAGE DES GENS DE METIER
Air Cooled and Marine Engine Mechanic/A/eca«ic/e/i de
bateaux a moteur et de moteurs refroidis a I 'air


























696/91, 680/92, 928/93, 10/96, 559/96
220/95,414/95,544/95
649/91,271/92,270/97
303/91, 388/91, 126/93, 61/94, 317/97
110/91, 270/91, 136/92, 214/92, 646/92,
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Tool and Die Maker





ACCESS \CT/LOI SUR LE DROITDE
RECIPROCITE EN MATIERE DE POLLUTION
TRANSFRONTALIERE
Reciprocating Jurisdictions




TRUCK TRANSPORTATION ACT/LOI SUR LE
CAMIONNAGE
Conditions of Carnage






































UNIVERSITY FOUNDATIONS ACT, 1992/LOI DE
1992 SUR LES FONDATIONS UNIVERSITAIRES
General
UPHOLSTERED AND STUFFED ARTICLES ACT/
LOI SUR LES ARTICLES REMBOURRES
General
V
VETERINARIANS XCT/LOI SUR LES
VETERINAIRES
General
VICTIMS' BILL OF RIGHTS, 1995/CHARTE DE
1995 DES DROITS DES VICTIMES D'ACTES
CRIMINELS
General
VITAL STATISTICS ACT/LOI SUR LES
STATISTIQUES DE L'ETAT CIVIL
General
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES









729/91, 723/92, 352/93, 445/96, 82/97,
162/97
308/91, 407/92, 509/93, 165/94, 513/94,
510/95
1095
328/91, 484/91, 328/93, 520/94, 673/94,
690/94
331/92,438/93,51/94.







WEED CONTROL XCTILOI SUR lA DESTRUC-
TION DES MA UVAISES HERBES
GtnerayDispositions generales
WILD RICE HARVESTING ACT/LO/ SUR LA
MOISSON DU RIZ SAUVAGE
General
WILDERNESS AREAS ACT/LOI SUR LA
PROTECTION DES REGIONS SAUVAGES
Wilderness Areas
WINE CONTENT XCT/LOI SUR LE CONTENU DU
VIN
Wine Blending Requirements
WOODLANDS IMPROVEMENT ACT/LOI SUR
L'AMELIORATION DES TERRAINS BOISES
General
WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT/LOI SUR LES
ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAILiSee now Workplace
Safety and Insurance Act, \997/Loi de 1997 sur la
securite professionneile et I'assurance contre les
accidents du travail)
Pension Plan
Pension Benefits for Board Members and Employees .
. .
Retirement Benefits
WORKPLACE SAFETY AND INSURANCE ACT,
1997/LOI DE 1997 SUR LA SECURITE
PROFESSIONNELLE ET L'ASSURANCE CONTRE




Pension Plan for Board Employees


















898/93, 292/96, 454/97, Rev. 455/97
452/97, Rev. 453/97
6/91, 758/91, 276/92. 746/92, 747/92,
899/93.900/93. 716/94
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Schedule of Corrections
This Schedule sets out the dates that corrections were
published in The Ontario Gazette subsequent to July 1
,
1997 and before January 1, 1998.
Annexe des corrections
La presente annexe enonce les dates auxquelles les
corrections ont ete publiees dans la Gazette de I'Ontario
apres le F'' juillet 1997 mais avant le 1 ^''Janvier 1998.
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